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you can develop components that are used by livecycle / aem forms server without using
livecycle / aem forms server. livecycle / aem forms server does not run components that are

developed using these developer tools, but you can test them before you deploy them to
livecycle / aem forms server. if you have created a component for livecycle / aem forms

server, you must use the livecycle / aem forms server to develop and deploy the component.
when you use these developer tools, you can customize livecycle / aem forms server and

publish components that are created using these developer tools. these developer tools are
not supported on windows xp. the livecycle server provides a set of tools that you use to

develop and deploy components. a livecycle / aem forms server provides a set of tools that
you use to develop and deploy components. the tools that these servers provide differ. when

you use the livecycle / aem forms server to develop components, you may need to make
changes to the livecycle / aem forms server. for example, if you modify an existing

component, you have to republish the component. also, if you add a new component to the
livecycle / aem forms server, you have to publish the component to make it available to users.

you do not have to republish a component that you create using the livecycle / aem forms
server. if you have a component that you created, you can use it without republishing it.
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the accessibility-checking tools in adobe acrobat pro provide detailed information and
instructions for authors. authors can get an overall view of a pdf file in adobe acrobat pro by

using the file information tool. the file information tool is available through the document
window and is located in the edit menu. the file information tool provides extensive

information on a pdf document including document size, number of pages, page size,
document properties, bookmarks, headers and footers, and embedded files. the file

information tool also provides information on any interactive controls embedded in a pdf, the
navigational tabs or navigation areas that surround a document, and the logical flow of the

text in a document. this information is used to determine which accessible features, content,
and features are missing from a particular document and to assess the scope of any

accessibility issues that exist. many pdf documents have an accessibility profile embedded in
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them. adobe acrobat pro has a tool for accessing and checking the accessibility of embedded
resources, including accessibility profiles. the document properties in adobe acrobat pro
provide a wealth of information about the structure and content of a pdf document. the

document properties window provides the information needed for authors to determine if
accessibility issues exist in a given pdf. pdf documents have an inherent set of document

properties that allow authors to set author information for a document. accessibility dictates
that authors make the most basic information available for people who are not able to view a
document. the date and time included in a document provide information for users about the

date and time the document was created, the size of the document, the number of pages, and
more. the title in a document provides information about the document's purpose, and the

subject in a document provides additional information to readers. the date and time
information is important for authors to include for users who need more information about

what is available in a pdf document. the title is helpful information for readers, as it provides
information about the document. 5ec8ef588b
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